
DIGICOR portal architecture overview 
 

1 Document Introduction 
 
The purpose of this document is to shortly describe the overall architecture of the DIGICOR 
platform portal and describe how to implement new features into it. 

2 Portal architecture description 
 
The portal itself is built upon the Fuse template available on Fuse Template. This template 
has its own documentation and tutorials which describe how to work with each of the 
elements and have to use them in the template. These tutorials are available on Fuse page. 
The Fuse template is built on Angular and TypeScript. Portal uses the version 7.0.0 of Fuse 
and Angular 7. 
 
The basic file structure of the portal is taken from the template. All of the files are stored 
under the src folder. The fuse template files are then stored under the @fuse folder, these 
files should not be modified. The portal source files are stored under the app folder. This 
folder contains main module of the angular application, portal sources (stored under the 
main folder), the configuration for the template, layout and navigation files. 
 
The portal source files are structured in additional folders based on the platform modules. 
Table 1 contains information about structure of the app folder and basically about the portal 
modules. 
 

Folder name Description 
Authentication Files related to the authentication 

processes such as login, register and 
password setup screens. 

Calls for tender Contains all screens related to the call for 
tender flow, creation, company list of call 
for tender, available call for tenders, call for 
tender detail and application for call for 
tender (TDMS flow). 

Collaborations Screens related to the collaboration flow 
such as collaboration creation and its 
management. 

Company Screens related to company management 
such as user company details, company 
creation, member management and list of 
registered companies into the portal. 

Dashboard Dashboard screen, initial page for 
registered users. 

Datasources Contains mocked data for testing purposes. 



Factory Management Folder for future implementations of the 
factory management screens. 

Inbox Folder for future messaging service 
Platform management Contains screens related to the platform 

management such as confirmation of 
registered companies and ontology 
specification. 

Public Public screen of the portal accessible for 
anyone, even unregistered users. 

Shared Folder for files which are reused through 
the portal. This includes data models, 
reused components, pipes and validators. It 
also includes shared modules 
(SharedModule and 
SharedMaterialModule) to simplify 
dependencies through the portal. 

Tools Screens related to the tool management – 
tools store, default screens for tools. This 
folder also contains registered tools with 
their logic and UI. 

User User detail screen. 
Table 1: Folder structure 

3 DIGICOR portal services 
The DIGICOR platform portal modules were developed in regards with Angular best 
practices. Because of that, the modules are build using angular module files, components 
and services. 
 
Services can be divided into three types. The first type are services which are mirroring and 
using backend services of the DIGICOR platform. The second type are services used to store 
and manipulate data through the portal and the last type are services which are used as 
guards for certain pages. While developing new features, all of the services can be imported 
in constructors and then can be used to retrieve certain parameters from the portal. 
Important services from the portal with their short description can be viewed in Table 2. 
 

Service Description 
authentication Responsible for the authentication 

processes, user login, user company 
information retrieval, logout events, user 
role - all of this information can be 
retrieved through this service. 

authorized http client Authorized version of angular http client 
with user token. 

user role This service is used for determining 
whether user has certain role (basically 
subservice for the authentication service). 



calls for tender Mirror service to the backend call for 
tender service. Used for retrieval and 
creation of call for tenders. 

collaboration Mirror service to the backend collaboration 
service. 

company Mirror service to the backend company 
service. Responsible for company 
registration, company information retrieval 
and update of company data. 

tools Mirror service to the backend tool service. 
Responsible for tool management (for 
example determining which tool is installed 
or not). 

Guards  
authentication guard Used for check whether the user is logged 

in the portal. 
user role guard Used for determining whether current user 

with given role may enter certain pages. 
Table 2: Portal services 

4 How to create new component 
 
This section shortly describes how to implement new components into the portal. First of all, 
developer should check the Fuse template for tips and tricks about individual elements, 
which can be used. After that, he selects under which of the already existing modules should 
be the component stored, otherwise he needs to create new module (and import all shared 
modules into it) and perform necessary steps to include this module into the project (related 
imports, module dependencies). All of the components, except for public screen and 
authentications screen, have set canActivate guard and are using authentication guard for it. 
This will handle the unauthenticated access to this screen. Developer should also consider 
whether the screen should be accessible for all of the user roles and set up the user role 
guard if not. The next step is to set up the constructor and life cycle methods of the 
component, import all services which are going to be used in the component and bind to the 
observables (for change detection) in these components if necessary. 


